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Multiroom, hi-end stereo enjoyment and 5.1 sensations in the 

home environment or ultra-discrete background music in a 

lounge, a bar, boutique,…: Style and quality meet in the CMRQ 

Kevlar ™ speaker. These in-wall / in-ceiling speakers bring crystal 

clear high notes and powerful deep basses that will astound the 

most demanding audience.

The CMRQ series has a 6.5” bass mid-speaker with a DuPont® 

Kevlar™ cone and low loss rubber surround. High frequencies 

are covered by a tiltable 1” silk dome tweeter that is carefully 

matched to deliver an amazing and detailed sound, without the 

harshness commonly found in cheap metal alloy domes. The 

treble contour can be adjusted in 3 steps to suit your personal 

preferences.

CMRQ108 is 8-Ohm standard, and can easily be switched to 12 

ohms. This way you can use two speakers in parallel on one 

amplifier channel, giving a total load impedance of 6 Ohm. This 

load impedance is standard for most surround receivers.

Mounting is easy and straightforward: the speaker clamps accept 

a wall thickness up to 28mm. 

The CMRQ speakers are not magnetically shielded, which is not 

necessary unless you install them close CRT screen. Flatscreens, 

the ideal partners for CMRQ speakers are insensitive to magnetic 

fields. Instead, APart has paid attention to many other details : 

gold plated wire terminals, a carefully tuned crossover with high 

quality components, solid steel speaker grille and top notch 

quality are your guarantee for the purest musical enjoyment. 

Speaker type in-wall/in-ceiling, two way hifi .
Bass-mid speaker 6.5’ DuPont® Kevlar cone
Tweeter 1’ soft dome, pivotable within approx 25

degrees in all directions
Nominal impedance 8 ohms (can be switched to 12 ohms)
Recommended amplifier power 15 to 120 watts per channel
Tweeter level adjustment 3 level treble contour switch
Crossover frequency and slope 3000 Hz, 12 dB/oct
Frequency range 45* – 25000 Hz
Sensitivity 87 dB spl (2.83V/1m)
Dimensions outside H x W 296 x 196 mm
Cutout dimensions H x W x D 272 x 172 x 78 mm
Accessories supplied grille removal tool, build-in template
Can be painted into any RAL color from a minimum of 12 pieces - Ref. : PAINTCM
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